Year

Rec

Topic

Space

Memorable
Experiences e.g.
trips, visitors,
projects, class
assemblies

Planetarium visit,
space ice cream,
space role play

Maths (include
numbers that you
English (focus text - are working with
fiction/none.g. up to
fiction,coverage)
10/100/100 etc)
and fractions - 1/2,
1/4 etc.

RWI, Aliens love
underpants, On the
moon. weekend
news, topic related
writing activities
RWI phonics

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Bright Lights, Big
City
(London)

China

Who's the
Mummy?'

Novel/author focus:
Paddington
Bear/Michael Bond
~ Trad Tales: The
Gingerbread Man
~ The Queen's Hat
~ + other London
Novel: Where the
Mountain Meets the
Moon
Hot Writes:
1. rags to riches tale
China themed day 2. explanation
3. persuasion

Tomb and tunnel
experience searching for
artefacts

Ice Bear
-Persuasive
Global warming /
habitat destruction
-Informative text

Save our Polar
Bears

Earth & space
Yr 5

Egyptian Cinderella
(story)
Tadeo Jones
(diary entry)
Howard Carter
(newspaper report)

Stargazing event
Science museum
trip

Infinite Lives of
Maisie Day
-space poetry
-trip recount

Addition and
subtraction to 5 ,
numbers to 10,
number bonds,
odd and even,
size ordering,
measuring.
Inspire Maths
unit 9 - Length
unit 10 - Mass (+
add in NC
requirement to
teach capacity +
volume)
+ TIME Fridays
addition and
subtraction to TO
+/- TO
multiplication and
division Ox/O
Money
(time, money and
measures
continuous)

Fractions
(unit and non-unit,
fractions of
discrete number of
objects, tenths)

Yr 6

Raging rivers and
deserted deserts

Novel - Malamander
Hot Writes
1- Biography (Mary
Anning)
SRE company
2- Explanation Text
coming into school.
3- Legend or story

The Planets /
Solar System

Seasonal
changes
- Winter

Food Chains
(how animals
obtain food
from plants and
other animals)
Scientist:
Charles Elton
and Raymond
Lindeman

Animals
including
humans
(nutrition and
skeletons)

Measure-length,
perimeter and
area
Volume & Time

Earth & space
(block teach)

RE

First Moon landing

PSHE (topic covered)

Creative Arts /
Design Technology

Jigsaw- Dreams and
Goals

Split pic spacemen,
5 little men in a flying
whole class collage
saucer
of the solar system,

Artist focus - LS
Lowry
The Streets of London
Lucy's Picture (R McTell)
collage
UK counties &
Being Human Painting: explore
capitals - focus on
Christianity
The Four Seasons
primary
London
(LAS)
+ The Elephant & The
(Vivaldi)
colours/mixing
Bad Baby - saying
please and thank you seasonal art: winter
Music Express
Food: gingerbread
China Global
What does the
Art skill:man
printing awareness. Culture, Qur'an say
Chinese fabrics
people and position about how they
Artist: history of
of China in the
should live their
printing
listen with
Dreams and Goals
world, rice
lives and treat
D&T skill: join
concentration and
Goals
production, Beijing, others.
fabrics
Designer:
understanding to a
learning strengths
silk production
Qing dynasty range of quality
-challenges
dragon robes
music. Chinese music

The life of our Queen

Confucius - Chinese
philosopher

Ancient Egyptians
(chronology, vocabulary,
primary sources of
evidence,significant
indivduals - Cleopatra)

River Nile'
(map work,
purposes and uses,
key features)

Christianity community
(sacraments,
worship)

~ Polar regions /
Global warming
Artic Ocean.
~ Compare &
contrast to
Rainforest

Community Islam. Features
of a mosque
and learning
about prayer

Hinduism

Dreams and Goals
JIGSAW

Jigsaw - Dreams and
Goals

Jigsaw- Dreams and
Goals

Silouhette, profile
pics, make a
sarcophagus,
canopic jars,
sculptures and
painting
DT
Paper mache - Polar
Bear
Art
Printing - Islamic
patterns

Peter Thorpe Rocket artwork

Numberprime numbers,
Animals
Including
Humans
- The Circulatory
System
Geometry –
- Transporting
properties of
water and
shape
nutrients
- Healthy
Geometry position
Lifestyle
and direction
- Exercise
investigation
Algebra
- Impact of
drugs and
alcohol

Music

PE (who is
teaching?)

CT - Gymnastics,
permier - team
games

ICT - what is being
taught e.g.
understanding
algorithms/create
programs/presentin
g data

Spanish

Using the
whiteboards,
apps,
using talk buttons
to record facts
about space.

JIGSAW PSHE
Puzzle 3: Dreams and
Goals

Materials

Fractions and
decimals, Number
and place value,
Living things &
Geometry - angles
their habitats
and shapes,
Addition and
subtraction

Arithmetic
Friday’s to
continue

Fieldtrip to Bourne
Eau (?)

Science

Geography - what
knowledge are the
History - what knowledge
children gaining are the children gaining e.g. locational
e.g. chronology/ sources of
knowledge/place
evidence/lives of significant
knowledge/ human
individuals in the
and
past/significant events in
physical/geographic
the past etc.
al skills and
fieldwork

Rivers
Life Journey
- Where does water
Hinduism &
come from?
Islam
- Rivers of the world
- How do
- Features of a river Hindu's/Muslim
- Erosion and
's show they
deposition
belong?
- How do we use
- Rites of
rivers?
passage
- Holding back the - Look at other
flood
religions

Premier Sport:
Dance
CT: team games

CT - forest school
Premier CT althletics

JS - Badminton and
Exploring descriptive
Volleyball (throwing
sounds
and catching)
Premier Sports Song 'Walk like an
Hockey (striking,
Egyptian'
attack and defence)

New Music Scheme Charanga

Football (Premier)
Gymnastics (CT)

The Planet Suite'

CT- Volleyball
(throwing and
catching)
Premier Sports Hockey (striking,
attack and defence)

TTRS - use technology
safely and respectfully and
use logical reasoning to
predict the behaviour of
simple programs

Programming

Shapes,
prepositions
of places,
learn familiar
Research linked to verb forms to
topic work
describe
pictures
TT Rockstars
(iPads)

Jigsaw Dreams and
Goals

Bridge Building Day
Build bridges from
recycled
materials

Dance
Premier - Hockey

Animals
colours

Purple Mash Unit
6.2
Online Safety

